The month of March let us get outside to work at disconnecting four water services on property that was from a city job or from the city purchasing houses that were torn down. They were at 940 5th Ave, 1144 5th Ave, and two services going into the old EIC property at 5th Ave and 22nd St. we also cemented the street holes back from the service disconnects. We dug up one hydrant at 1399 13th St, replaced the broken valve and then reset the hydrant back in place and also cemented the street back. Ten meters were also changed out by Brian and Dave.

In addition we also did the following

- Fixed water leaks
  - 1120 5th St
  - 1505 Northview Dr.
- Yardwork repair: 1
- Repair valve boxes: 2
- Hydrant maintenance: 14
- Service taps: 1
- Service orders: 1
- Locates: 7
- Hydrants loaded out: 4

Prepared by Curt Huhndorf